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Water usually contains dissolved gases, and because freezing is a purifying process these gases must
be expelled for ice to form. Bubbles appear at the freezing front and are trapped into ice, making
pores. These pores come in a range of sizes from microns to millimeters and their shapes are peculiar;
never spherical but elongated, and usually fore-aft asymmetric. We show that these remarkable
shapes result of a delicate balance between freezing, capillarity and mass diffusion. A highly non-
linear ordinary differential equation suffices to describe the bubbles, with only two non-dimensional
parameters representing the supersaturation and the freezing rate. Our experiments provide us with
a large variety of pictures of bubble shapes. We show that all of them have their rounded tip well
described by an asymptotic regime of the differential equation, and that most of them can have their
full shape quantitatively matched by a full solution. This enables the measurement of the freezing
conditions of ice samples, and the design of freeze-cast porous materials. Furthermore, the equation
exhibits a bifurcation that explains why some bubbles grow indefinitely and make long cylindrical
“ice worms”.

INTRODUCTION

Ice frozen from water containing dissolved air is usu-
ally not clear but opaque, because it includes many bub-
bles [1]. This is commonly observable in ice cubes from a
freezer. These bubbles have peculiar shapes, never spher-
ical but elongated (Fig. 1). Some even reach lengths of
several centimeters [2] – they are named “ice worms” [3]
or “worm bubbles” [4]. Gases are highly soluble in liq-
uid water but not in ice, so that when water freezes the
dissolved gases are expelled and concentrate in the liq-
uid [5]. Bubbles eventually nucleate near the freezing
front and are captured by ice, while at the same time they
keep growing by diffusion of the gas. Ice thus formed is
porous. Generally one speaks of bubbles in water and
pores in ice.

In the environment, porous ice is the rule rather than
the exception. Hailstones [6] and lake ice [4, 7] contain
pores made out of the dissolved air. Glacier ice is also
porous but is made out of compacted snow not frozen gas-
laden water [8]. In winter, sap freezes inside plants and
after the thaw bubbles thereby formed may prevent the
flow of sap (winter embolism) [9]. Generally, freeze-thaw
cycles can dramatically affect the stability of complex
media, like food [10], and the survival of living organ-
ism [11, 12].

Apart from water, gases are soluble in a large vari-
ety of liquids which freezing turns into porous materials;
this includes metals [13], silica [14] and sapphire [15, 16].
Porosity is usually a defect of which to get rid [17, 18].
However, for certain applications porosity is desired and
therefore the size and shape of the pores must be con-
trolled [19]. More generally, the freezing of solutions of
gases or other solutes makes various freeze-cast materi-
als [20–22], some of which are biocompatible [23]. In the

freezing of a suspension or of an emulsion, the dispersed
particles may or may not be engulfed in ice, depend-
ing on the freezing rate [24]. Their engulfment deforms
the freezing front [25], according to their thermal prop-
erties [26]. The particles themselves may deform when
they are captured; for example oil droplets in an emul-
sion make pointy oil drops in ice [27, 28].

Several attempts at describing the growth and entrap-
ment of gas bubbles have been made, either using scaling
laws [29], or taking into account the numerous mech-
anisms at play (heat transfer, phase change, capillarity,
mass diffusion, nucleation) [5, 30, 31]. Freezing and cap-
illarity make a challenging combination. For example, a
sessile drop freezing will grow a tip [32–35]. Ice is actu-
ally not perfectly hydrophilic, so that water may retract
on ice instead of spreading [36–38].

In this paper, we investigate the shape of the pores
formed during the freezing of ice, and how it is set by the
growth history of bubbles. We show that under certain
conditions, this problem reduces to a single non-linear or-
dinary differential equation, which we study analytically.
Two asymptotic regimes are found, one corresponding
to fast freezing and the other to the closing of the bub-
ble. Under a certain freezing velocity the system under-
goes a bifurcation, after which bubbles may be stable in-
stead of closing; this explains how worm bubbles appear
and what their equilibrium radius is. Our equation can
also be solved numerically, and its solutions matched to
the shapes of pores obtained experimentally by freezing
deionized water at various freezing rates. In most cases
a quantitative agreement is found between the solution
and the experiments.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Timelapse of the nucleation, entrapment, growth and closure of an air
bubble at the ice-water interface, for a freezing rate of 54 µm/s. (c) Small pores in ice frozen at 133µm/s. (d) Long pores
in ice frozen at 46µm/s. Other pictures describe particular cases: (e) v = 91µm/s, with nucleation between ice grains; (f)
v = 90µm/s, with nucleation at or in front of the freezing front; (g) v = 21µm/s, with homogeneous nucleation 35µm away
from the freezing front; (h) v = 20µm/s, with homogeneous nucleation 100µm away from the freezing front; (i) short ice worm
for v = 13µm/s.

EXPERIMENTS

Much work having already been dedicated to describ-
ing the pores in ice [2, 5, 6, 29–31, 39], the main purpose
of our experiments is to provide a basis of comparison
with our model, as well as a qualitative description for
the reader to better understand the problem and the as-
sumptions of the model.

We study the freezing of water, in which air is nat-
urally dissolved, in a Hele-Shaw cell for freezing rates
varying between 12 µm/s and 263 µm/s (Fig. 1a, and
Materials and Methods). Figure 1(b) reports the forma-
tion of a pore at a freezing rate of 54 µm/s. First, a
bubble nucleates at the freezing front. Then, it grows by
diffusion of dissolved gas into it, while the freezing front
keeps advancing. The bubble expands radially up to a
maximum after which it shrinks. Eventually, the freez-
ing front passes by and the pore closes; its final shape is

set. For the case shown in Figure 1(b), the whole process
takes about 2 s, and the final bubble is 154µm-long and
64µm-wide.

The pores in ice are never spherical, but elongated
in the direction of freezing. Their number also varies
with the freezing rate. At a high freezing rate (Fig. 1c,
133 µm/s on average), many small pores, slightly elon-
gated, are formed. Conversely, at a slower freezing rate
(Fig. 1d, 46µm/s), fewer pores are formed, and they are
bigger and longer.

The place of nucleation of the bubble and the time
elapsed before it is trapped may also influence greatly its
final shape. For fast freezing (about 90µm/s) the bub-
ble may (Fig. 1e) or may not (Fig. 1f) show a “tail”.
This likely corresponds to whether or not the bubble was
trapped by a single ice crystal or at the junction of two
crystals. In the latter case, the initial growth of the bub-
ble is restrained between two crystals, and this gives it
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the tail.

Although heterogeneous nucleation at the freezing
front is possible, we observe some cases in which the
nucleation is definitely homogeneous (Fig. 1g-h and the
corresponding videos). For slow freezing, the distance
between the nucleation point and the freezing front mat-
ters greatly because it sets the time span during which
the bubble may grow before being trapped. For instance,
the pores shown in Fig. 1(g) and (h) grew and froze under
the same freezing rate of 20µm/s, however their shapes
are different. The former is 53µm-long and 36µm-wide,
whereas the latter is 200µm-long and 96µm-wide; its as-
pect ratio is larger. The difference is that the correspond-
ing bubbles nucleated 35µm away from the freezing front
(Fig. 1g), and 100µm away from it (Fig. 1h). The latter
had about 3 s more to grow freely, and that eventually
yielded a different shape, not only a different size. This
observation reveals the strong dependence of the bubble
shape on the initial bubble size.

Although our experimental setup is well adapted to
studying fast freezing rates, akin to the rapid quenching
of melts, it is less adapted to slow freezing rates. We
could not maintain freezing rates slower than 12 µm/s
with sufficient stability, and therefore could not observe
centimeter-long ice worms [2]. Figure (1i) shows the pore
most similar to an ice worm that we could observe with
our setup.

The nucleation of gas bubbles in water is a quite com-
plex matter because of the chemistry it involves [40]. In
the following, we shall focus on the growth of the bubble
at the freezing front, after the nucleation and the trap-
ping. As we shall show, the growth can be well described
by a single ordinary differential equation. Nucleation and
entrapment will appear as initial conditions.

THE FROZEN BUBBLE EQUATION

Our model is based on the conservation of the mass
of gas. For simplicity, we treat air as a simple gas and
average its properties over that of nitrogen and oxygen
(Material and Methods). During its growth, the bubble
can be separated into two parts: a lower part, the pore,
that is trapped in the ice, and an upper part, the bub-
ble per se, that is in contact with the liquid water (see
Fig. 2). As water freezes, gas is virtually transferred from
the bubble to the pore. In the meantime, gas may be ex-
changed between the bubble and the surrounding water.
The direction and magnitude of this mass transfer de-
pends on the Laplace pressure, hence on the curvature of
the bubble.

The shape of the ice-water interface results of the bal-
ance between latent heat and the heat fluxes on either
side. At the contact line between air, water and ice, this

R(t)
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r

FIG. 2. Schematic of the model. The upper part of the gas is
the bubble, in contact with water; the lower part is the pore,
in contact with ice. On the left are shown thermal effects, on
the right mass diffusion effects.

is written:

J i + Jw + Ja = ρiLfv, (1)

where Jx is the heat flux coming from the interface into
the ice (i), water (w) and air (a), respectively, ρi is the
density of ice, Lf is the latent heat of freezing and v is the
freezing rate. The vector equation (1) is usually named
the Stefan condition [41]. Since the heat capacity and
the density of air are negligible compared to those of ice
and water, we may neglect Ja. Therefore, according to
Eq. (1) v must be tangent to the bubble, and the freezing
front orthogonal to the bubble. The contact angle of
the bubble on the ice is then close to 90◦. Since the
bubble is much smaller than the capillary length (2.7
mm for water), the liquid-gas interface has a uniform
curvature; it is a spherical cap. In summary, heat transfer
and capillarity impose that the upper part of the bubble
be a hemisphere. Let R be its radius.

The bubble grows out of the gas-saturated water by
mass transfer. The corresponding mass flux can be ex-
pressed in a closed form by solving the diffusion equation
in the half-space bounded by a plane upon which sits a
hemisphere. Although gas is released into the liquid at
the freezing front, it is convenient to neglect this contri-
bution. This amounts to considering that the accumula-
tion of gas at the front is slow compared to the growth of
the bubbles. Under this hypothesis the boundary condi-
tion on the plane is that of zero normal flux, which gives
a problem identical to the diffusion around a spherical
bubble in the full space. In spherical coordinates this is
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written

D

r2
∂

∂r

(
r2
∂c

∂r

)
=
∂c

∂t
, (2)

c(t = 0, r) = c0, (3)

c(t, r = R) = cR, (4)

c(t, r →∞) = c0, (5)

where c0 and cR denote the boundary conditions at infin-
ity and at the bubble interface, respectively, and where
D = 2 · 10−9m2/s the diffusion coefficient of air in wa-
ter [42]. This problem was solved by Epstein and Ples-
set [43], and they obtained a closed form for the surface
density of mass flux through the air-water interface:

j = D(c0 − cR)

(
1

R
+

1√
πDt

)
, (6)

The origin of times corresponds to when diffusion starts,
that is when the bubble nucleates.

Far from the bubble, water is at ambient pressure P0,
and air is in excess by a quantity ∆c > 0 with respect
to the solubility: c0 = cs(P0) + ∆c. Hydrostatic pressure
is negligible given the height of the water column (a few
centimeters) above the bubble. The solubility of gases
in water cs depends linearly on pressure through Henry’s
law: cs(P ) = cs(P0) + kH(P − P0). The constant kH for
air is 2.95 × 10−5kg.Pa−1.m−3, as calculated from the
solubility of nitrogen and oxygen [42]. At the air-water
interface, the Laplace pressure leads to an increase of the
solubility: cR = cs(P0) + 2γkH/R. γ = 75 mN/m is the
surface tension of water at 0◦C. Therefore, the concen-
tration gap between the interface and the surrounding
water is

c0 − cR = ∆c− 2kHγ/R. (7)

We can now write the conservation of the mass in the
upper part of the bubble:

d

dt

(
2π

3
ρR3

)
= 2πR2j − πR2ρv. (8)

ρ = 1.2 kg/m3 is the density of air. Substituting the
expression of the flux density j (Eq. 6 and 7) into the
mass balance, and introducing Rc = 2γkH/∆c we obtain

dR

dt
=
D∆c

ρRc

(
1− Rc

R

)(
Rc

R
+

Rc√
πDt

)
− v

2
. (9)

Let us define Z(t) so that

dZ

dt
= v, (10)

then [Z(t), R(t)] is a parametric curve that describes the
shape of the pore.

A direct consequence of Eq. 9 is that the bubble can
only grow if R > Rc. This observation reveals the physi-
cal meaning of Rc: it is the critical radius a bubble must

have to be stable against dissolution under Laplace pres-
sure. Therefore, even if the water around the bubble is
supersaturated with gas, the bubble may still dissolve if
it is too small. The condition R > Rc is nevertheless
not sufficient to maintain stability, because freezing con-
tributes negatively to dR

dt .
In the rest of the paper, we shall restrict ourselves to

the case of constant freezing rate (dv
dt = 0). Not only does

this simplify greatly the analysis, it also corresponds to
our experimental situation. Therefore, Eq. (10) becomes
trivial and its solution Z = vt can be combined with
Eq. (9) to reduce the problem to a single non-linear or-
dinary differential equation. We write this equation in
non-dimensional form by taking Rc as unit length and
D/R2

c as unit time:

dR

dZ
=
δ

ζ

(
1− 1

R

)(
1

R
+

√
ζ

πZ

)
− 1

2
. (11)

We refer to Eq. (11) as the Frozen Bubble Equation. It
has two non-dimensional parameters: δ = ∆c/ρ is the
non-dimensional supersaturation, and ζ = vRc/D is the
ratio of the characteristic times of freezing and mass dif-
fusion. In the following, we denote R′ = dR

dZ .
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FIG. 3. (a) Solutions of Eq. (11) in the limit ζ � δ, for δ = 1
and various values of ζ. The case ζ → ∞ is the analytical
solution. (b) Rescaling of the shape of the pores near the
tip according to Eq. (13). The prefactor β is fitted for each
profile. The dashed line has a slope −1.

ANALYSIS

The fast freezing regime (ζ →∞)

Before turning to the general analysis of the Frozen
Bubble Equation, we describe the specific case in which
mass diffusion is negligible compared to freezing. Taking
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ζ → ∞, Eq. (11) reduces to R′ = −1/2. The upper
part of the pore then has the shape of a cone of angle
θc = arctan(1/2) ' 26.5◦ (Fig. 3a). For finite ζ � δ, we
solve the Frozen Bubble Equation numerically to check
that the shapes of the pores indeed converge towards a
conical tip.

Taking the limit ζ →∞ amounts to canceling the pos-
sibility of gas transfer between the bubble and the liquid,
meaning the two substances are immiscible. It is interest-
ing to note that in this limit case, the volume of the cone
must be that of a hemisphere of radius R so the mass of
gas is conserved. Satisfying this condition requires that
the height of the cone be equal to its maximal diameter, a
condition strictly equivalent to θc = arctan(1/2) ' 26.5.
Therefore, in the absence of heat and mass transfer be-
tween the bubble and the liquid, the final pore has the
shape of a cone on top of a hemisphere, and its aspect
ratio is 3/2. This shape is quite similar to that of pointy
oil drops in frozen emulsions [27, 28], although in that
case there is no reason to assume a 90◦ contact angle
between oil and the freezing front.

The limit R→ 0 and the tip of the pore

Another interesting regime is the limit R → 0. It cor-
responds to the closing of the pore. Taking R� 1 in the
Frozen Bubble Equation (11), we obtain

dR

dZ
= − δ

ζ

1

R2
, (12)

which is readily integrated near the closing point of the
bubble R(Zmax) = 0. Near its tip the pore shape should
therefore follow :

R(Z) =

(
3δ

ζ
(Zmax − Z)

)1/3

. (13)

This asymptotic regime is indeed observed in all our
experiments, without exceptions. Figure (3b) shows a se-
lection of pore profiles extracted from experiments, rep-
resentative of the whole range of freezing rate. For all
pores we obtain a good agreement with Eq. (13), which in

dimensional form is written R = [β (Z − Zmax)]
1/3

with
β = 3δR2

c/ζ. It is notable that β does not depend on
∆c. The closing of the pore proceeds regardless of the
supersaturation, only driven by the Laplace pressure.

Alternative form of the Frozen Bubble Equation

The set of values for parameters δ and ζ supplemented
with an initial condition R0 = R(Z0) makes a unique
solution of Eq. (11). To compare solutions to actual
pores, it is more practical to introduce the initial slope
R′(0) = R′0, and to express the ratio δ/ζ as a function
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FIG. 4. (a) Vector field associated with Eq. (11) for δ = 1 and
ζ = 0.7. It draws a phase space with domains where the bub-
ble grows (R′ > 0, left) and shrinks (R′ < 0, right). The blue
dashed line is the separatrix between the domains. The black
points represent different initial conditions continued to the
right into solutions (solid lines). The dashed curves represent
a spherical shape that matches the initial condition. (b) Evo-
lution of the phase space and the separatrix with decreasing
ζ for constant δ = 1. (c) Phase diagram predicting whether
the bubble will close (purple) or not (blue), depending on pa-
rameters δ and ζ and on the initial condition R0. In the latter
case one obtains a worm bubble of radius R+ (Eq. 16).

of R0, Z0, R′0 and ζ. Eq. (11) can thus be recast in a
elegantly symmetric form:

R′(Z) + 1
2

R′0 + 1
2

=
1− 1

R

1− 1
R0

·
1
R +

√
ζ
πZ

1
R0

+
√

ζ
πZ0

. (14)

R0, Z0 and R′0 are geometrical quantities that can be
measured experimentally.
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The bifurcation at δ = 2ζ and bubbles that never
close

The general analysis of the solutions of the Frozen
Bubble Equation, made greatly difficult by its strong
non-linearity, can nevertheless be performed using geo-
metrical techniques. In the (Z,R)-plane, Eq. (11) de-
fines a vector field; at point (Z,R) the vector orienta-
tion is R′(Z) [44]. Starting with the initial condition
R(Z0) = R0, the solution is then the curve that passes
through (Z0, R0) and is everywhere tangent to a vector of
the field. An example is shown in Fig. (4a) for δ = 1 and
ζ = 0.7. The dashed blue curve is the separatrix between
two domains. On the left, R′ > 0 so the bubble grows;
on the right, R′ < 0 so the bubble shrinks. Starting from
different initial conditions, the bubble will grow for some
time before it shrinks, or it will shrink right from the
start without growing.

Solving R′ = 0 in Eq. (11), we find the equation of the
separatrix:

Z =
ζ

π

 R (R− 1)(
ζ
2δ

)
R2 −R+ 1

2

. (15)

The relevant properties of the phase space associated to
Eq. (11) are the number and the shape of the domains in
which the slope R′ keeps a constant sign. For δ < 2ζ, the
separatrix is bounded on the Z-axis and the domain to its
right corresponds to R′ < 0 (Fig. 4b). Therefore, after
some possible growth depending on the initial condition,
the bubble must shrink and close. At δ = 2ζ there is
a bifurcation: the extent of the separatrix on the Z-axis
diverges. For δ > 2ζ, Eq. (15) has two real poles at

R± =
δ

ζ
±

√
δ

ζ
− 2, (16)

corresponding to two disjoint branches of the separatrix.
Above the lower branch R′ > 0 and below it R′ < 0,
therefore it is unstable. However, the upper branch is
stable. If the initial condition is above the lower branch
(R0 > R−), the bubble will grow until it is captured by
the upper branch, and it will never close, making a worm
bubble of equilibrium radius R+ (Fig. 4b-c).

In reality, worm bubbles have a finite length. Within
the model this would be possible if δ or ζ would fluctuate
so much that the system would switch domains in the
phase space (Fig. 4c). Inverting Eq. (16) gives the typical
size of the fluctuation of δ/ζ required to close the worm
bubble of a certain radius. It is notable that the ratio
δ/ζ scales like ∆c2. Minute variations of concentration
may thus affect greatly the shape of the bubbles. Such
a fluctuation could of course come from fluctuations of
the freezing rate. It could also come from fluctuations of
the gas concentration due to the nucleation and growth of

other neighbor bubbles. Furthermore, pressure variations
in the liquid during the growth are known to modulate
the radius of worm bubbles [2]. Such pressure variations
could be taken into account in our model by modifiying
Eq. 7.

SHAPE MATCHING

Our experiments give us access to pictures of frozen
bubbles whose we know at which rate they froze. Un-
known are the supersaturation ∆c around the bubble
when it appears and the nucleation process. In the follow-
ing we match numerical solutions of the Frozen Bubble
Equations to the pores observed in our experiments. For
simplicity, we shall assume that nucleation and entrap-
ment leave the bottom of the bubbles spherical – that is,
of uniform curvature – up to the point (Z0, R0). There-
fore, in Eq. (14) the initial slope can be expressed as
R′0 =

(
R2

0 − Z2
0

)
/2R0Z0. We measure Z0 and R0 on the

profiles. We are left with only one fitting parameter, Rc,
whence we compute ζ, δ and ∆c.

After its shape is matched with a solution, each pore
may be placed in a phase diagram (Fig. 5a). This phase
diagram confirms a posteriori the most important fea-
ture of the problem treated in this paper: both δ and ζ
are of order 1, therefore none of them may be neglected.
Both supersaturation and freezing must be taken into ac-
count to properly describe the pores. This justifies the
complexity of Eq. (11). It should be noted that removing
the transient diffusion term

√
ζ/πZ in Eq. (11) prevents

from matching the shapes. Therefore, transient diffusion
is important in the growth of the pore, contrary to recent
assumptions [29].

Most pores that we observe are well-matched from top
to bottom. Pores with a tail, due to nucleation be-
tween ice grains, are well-matched starting above the tail
(Fig. 5c). This suggests that transient gas diffusion fol-
lowing the nucleation is delayed until the bubble is free,
and not stuck between ice grains.

Some large pores can only be matched partially from
some height Z0 to their tip (Fig. 5f-g). In these cases, the
bottom of the pore does not have a uniform curvature,
so our assumption that the bubble is left spherical by the
entrapment probably fails. It is also likely that for very
slow freezing, wetting effects become noticeable and our
assumption of a hemispherical bubble fails as well.

In the following, we consider pores frozen during the
same experiment, corresponding to Figure (1c). These
were frozen at a freezing rate 133 µm/s ± 10 µm/s;
in Figure (5a) they are situated in the main cloud of
points. Matching a solution of the Frozen Bubble Equa-
tion to each pore, we can measure its nucleation radius;
Rc = 5.8 µm ± 0.7 µm. From the definition of Rc fol-
lows the supersaturation: ∆c = 0.76 ± 0.1 g/L, which
is more than 40-fold the initial concentration (Materials
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and Methods). Such supersaturation is compatible with
homogeneous nucleation.

Shape matching enables to measure R0 and Z0 for
each bubble; we find R0 = 7.8 µm ± 1 µm and Z0 =
8.2 µm ± 1.4 µm. These values close to the nucleation
radius show that entrapment occurs very shortly after
nucleation. The initial condition R0 and Z0 corresponds
to some time T0 after the bubble nucleation. T0 = Z0/v
is the delay between the nucleation (when R = 0) and the
point at which R = R0. We measure T0 = 60 ms ±12 ms.

Another remarkable result concerns the ratio R0/Rc,
which is the actual initial condition in the non-
dimensional Eq. (11). Its value is 1.33± 3× 10−4, which
is an extremely narrow range. Although we are not able
to explain this value, it is likely linked to the entrapment
mechanism.
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FIG. 5. (a) Phase diagram of the experiments. Each bubble
is represented by a point in the (ζ,δ) plane; with values ob-
tained by matching a solution of the Frozen Bubble Equation
(Eq. 14) to its shape. The dashed line represents the critical
value δ = 2ζ above which the bifurcation occurs. (b-g) Sam-
ples of shape matching, spanning the range of δ and ζ. The
dashed line represents the initial condition R0, Z0 above which
Eq. (14) is solved; the solid line represents the solution. The
dashed circle represents the spherical initial condition. Each
sample is located in the phase diagram (a). All lengths are
expressed in µm.
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CONCLUSION

The shape of air bubbles trapped in ice results of si-
multaneous freezing and growth by gas diffusion. Heat
transfer and capillarity are so overwhelming that they
set the shape of the bubble and of the freezing front.
Depending on the bubble size relative to the nucleation
radius Rc, diffusion makes it grow or shrink.

We have demonstrated that the shapes of air bubbles
trapped in ice, although extensively diverse, can be accu-
rately described by a single non-linear ordinary differen-
tial equation, the Frozen Bubble Equation (Eq. 11). The
non-dimensional parameters δ and ζ, respectively rep-
resenting the supersaturation and the freezing velocity,
suffice to describe the growth of a bubble from a given
initial condition. The asymptotic regimes explain why
the tip of the pores is so characteristically rounded – it
follows a power law (Eq. 13) – and why the quickly frozen
bubbles tend to be slightly elongated – the limit shape
absent diffusion is a cone. Matching a solution of the
Frozen Bubble Equation to the shape of a real pore en-
ables to measure the supersaturation and the nucleation
radius at which the pore appeared. We have shown that
this is at least possible for freezing rates in the range 12
µm/s to 263 µm/s.

The mathematical analysis reveals a bifurcation that
explains how worm bubbles, these cylindrical pores of
potentially several centimeters, are formed. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first analytical model to
make such a prediction. Unfortunately, our experimen-
tal device does not enable us to maintain a sufficiently
slow freezing rate to observe the worm bubbles by our-
selves, so that further experiements are needed. More
generally, it would be interesting to validate the model
against measurements made using different gases, and in
a wider range of freezing rates.

Our model is written in the most parsimonious fash-
ion; it describes well the pores with as few parameters
and mechanisms as possible. It could be extended to take
into account the impact of neighbor bubbles on the con-
centration field [45]. Mathematical analysis could also be
extended to the case in which the freezing rate is not con-
stant but decrease like t−1/2 as the freezing front moves
away from the thermostat, which is a more common sit-
uation [46]. This work is applicable to measuring the
freezing history of porous ice. It could also be used to
help the design of porous freeze-cast materials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Solution

We use deionized water left in contact with air for a few
days so that gases dissolve in it. Before the experiment,
the concentration of oxygen in the water was measured at

cO2 = 6.7mg/L at 21◦C. Using known correlations of the
solubility and Henry constant with the temperature [42],
we obtain the concentration of nitrogen cN2

= 11.6mg/L,
and the concentration of air as a mixture of both gases
c0 = 18.3 mg/L. We do not take into account further
differences between oxygen and nitrogen.

Experiments

Our experiments consist in freezing water contained
in a Hele-Shaw cell (Fig. 1a). For the latter we used
glass capillary tubes of rectangular section (Vitrocom),
with inner dimensions 6 mm by 300µm for the bigger
cell, 2 mm by 100µm for the smaller cell. No significant
effect on the bubble shape of using one or the other cell
was found. The freezing of the water column is recorded
with a DSLR camera (Nikon D5600) mounted with a
macro lens (Nikon Micro-Nikkor AI-s 200mm f/4) and a
microscope lens (Mitutoyo). The whole set-up is back lit
by a light panel (Phlox).

The Hele-Shaw cell is first filled up with water and then
carefully brought in contact with a thermostat, whose
temperature is kept constant at −25◦C throughout the
experiment. The thermostat is a hollow copper plate
through which cold oil is pumped from a refrigerating
bath (Julabo Corio 1000F). The local rate of freezing is
set by the rate at which the latent heat released at the
ice-water interface diffuses through the ice to the ther-
mostat [46]. Therefore, for a given heat flux absorbed
by the thermostat, v decreases with the distance to the
thermostat and with the section of the Hele-Shaw cell.
We measure the local rate of freezing v on each video,
next to each bubble. For all the experiments that we dis-
cuss in the present paper, v remains constant (within a
few µm/s) during the formation of each bubble; it ranges
from 12 to 263µm/s.

Numerical resolution

The Frozen Bubble Equation was integrated using a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme in a custom Python
routine.

Compressibility effects

In the derivation we have assumed that air has con-
stant density. Compressibility can be taken into ac-
count when we develop the time derivative of the mass
in Eq. (8), by introducing the isothermal compressibil-
ity χ = ρ−1 (∂ρ/∂P ). The calculation yields a slightly
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different version of Eq. (11):

dR

dZ
= δ

(
R− 1

R− Rχ

Rc

)(
1

R
+

√
ζ

πZ

)
− 1

2
, (17)

where Rχ = 2γχ/3 is the length scale associated to com-
pressibility. In the limit Rχ � Rc Eq. (11) is recovered.
For air χ ' 10−5 Pa−1, so Rχ ' 0.5 µm. In our experi-
ments Rc is at least ten times larger, therefore compress-
ibility is negligible compared to dissolution.

Additional videos

Figure 1 is supplemented with videos showing the for-
mation of each pore, labeled with the number of the sub-
figure.
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